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Abstract

This paper describes an effective method of outlier based predictors for health in-
surance fraud detection that identifies suspicious behavior of health care providers.
Fraud and abuse on medical claims became a major concern for health insurance
companies last decades. Estimates made for the studied U.S. Medicaid health in-
surance program is that up to 10% of the claims are fraudulent. Unsupervised data
mining techniques such as outlier detection are suggested to be an effective predic-
tors for fraud detection and should be used to support the initiations of audits. A
method, based on comparative research, fraud cases and literature study has been
proposed. We evaluated the method, by applying the method in a real life case study,
were behavioral metrics were designed and 14 analytic experiments were built us-
ing outlier detection. The analysis ran on dental claim data and showed promising
results. The proposed methodology enabled successful identification of fraudulent
activity in several cases; however linking these identified incidents with irrefutable
de jure fraud proved to be a difficult process. From 17 top suspicions analyzed, we
reported eventually 12 of those to officials, a precision rate of approximately 71%. In
the two interviews conducted with Medicaid Fraud Experts, experiences were gained
on requirements for the design of the analytics and an effective implementation of the
method. We found that outlier based predictors are not likely to succeed as fraud
classification technology, though it explored an important role as decision supportive
technology for resource allocation of fraud audits.

keywords: Health Insurance, Outlier based Analytics, Fraud and Abuse, Elec-
tronic Fraud Detection, Outlier Detection
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Problem Description

During the fiscal year 2011, Medicare & Medicaid, United States (US) national social

insurance programs, covered over 118 million people from which roughly 40 million

aged 65 and older (Medicare), about 8 million disabled (Medicare) and 70 million

individuals with low income and resources (Medicaid). Total expenditures cost the

U.S. government around $549 billion for Medicare and $432 billion for Medicaid and

are increasingly growing due to population aging, rising medical prices and changing

program policies [15] [14].

With a total expenditure of 17.6% of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in 2010,

the US are by far leader in citizen health care costs compared to other nations, that

spend an average of 9.5% of their GDP, according to the Organization for Economic

Co-operation and Development [34]. Such high expenses make it reasonable to as-

sume the system is an interesting target for fraudulent activities. The Government

Accountability Office (GAO) designated Medicare & Medicaid as high-risk programs,

in part because its complexity that creates the vulnerability to fraud [40]. Govern-

ment and private plaintiffs thus constantly try to condemn many of those fraudulent

health care providers enrolled in Medicaid, however the have difficulties in identifying

the fraud.
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Due to the inconspicuous nature of fraud, it is hard to give concrete figures and

percentages of it, however health care fraud estimates from different entities suggest

estimations ranging from 3 to even 10% (3 to 10% according to the FBI [37], and 8%

estimated by GAO [43]). Based on these estimates, the total yearly loss for the entire

US health care system as a result of fraud could be calculated to be around $125 to

$175 billion [26], of which about $80 billion in Medicare according to Coalition against

Insurance Fraud [2] and comparable amounts in Medicaid [30]. This fraud exists in

many forms and is becoming more covertly advanced on a daily basis. The most

prevalent health care schemes include billing for services not rendered, up-coding of

services or items, duplication of claims, un-bundling of claims and providing excessive

or medically irrelevant services.

The huge amounts of economic losses demand for extra measures and prosecu-

tions. The department of Health & Human Services (HHS) accounted in 2011 for an

allocation of $1.7 billion, funded by the Health Care and Abuse Control (HCFAC)

program, to prosecute and investigate health care fraud. Although the allocation in

absolute figures is large, it is still small compared to the merits on restitution and

fines, and is said to have more potential. Sparrow, for example, criticizes the high

rate of return which he considers to be disproportionate to what could possibly be

retrieved by fraud detection [49]. As can bee seen from budget expenses of the CMS

integrity group, more dedication has been devoted to fraud detection over the past

few years, and spending’s are still rising [35]. The detection of abusive and fraudulent

practice in health care is difficult because uncertainties inherent in medical practices

result in variable care processes [21]. Therefore, medical experts must review each

case, which can be time consuming and expensive. A large part of the budget is spent

on auditing providers but because this is an extremely intensive and complex task,

only a select group of providers can be screened. Detection and indication of fraud is

therefore a crucial process to effectively allocate audit resources.
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Health care fraud is mainly be detected using three types of strategies: audits,

market signals and electronically fraud detection. Audits exist in the a random form

as well as in a targeted initiated by fraud investigators. Market signals come from em-

ployees, better known as whistle blowers, or patients who visited the providers. The

complaints by disgruntled interested parties may lead to qui tam cases. Electronically

fraud detection, consisting largely of anomaly detection uses computational power to

find fraud using pre-existing rule checks or statistics. Where auditing strategies re-

quire the use of trained personnel to evaluate the process and/or product, statistical

methods rely on large data sets to identify potential anomalies [11]. These audits and

qui tam cases are the common practices, while electronic fraud detection is a relatively

new field within the health insurance branch. Rule based checks were implemented

with the introduction of larger databases. Data mining became an possibility now

supercomputers, data warehouses, and big data are becoming more common place.

As suggested in previous literature electronic fraud detection could make a huge

difference in health care fraud as it could secure the claim input process, check on

irregularities and afterwards could analyze claim data sets to search for (behavioral)

indicators of potential fraud [4] [17] [7] [41]. Although of the late acknowledgement

of fraud in health care, the complexity of the claim systems, the size and distributed

storage of claim data and the late and relatively low funding on fraud detection,

development of electronically fraud detection systems is lacking behind compared to

the adoption of such technologies within comparative industries such as credit-loaning

and telecommunication. As mentioned in the work of Travaille et al., there is a large

base of statistical methods that are also used in other industries and could poten-

tially be applied within the health care industry [53]. Some research reported already

on specific fraud scheme detection using data mining approaches [17] [29] [46] [31]

[32], however the outstanding challenge is to explore other health care fields for po-

tential data-mining possibilities and develop a generic approach towards this problem.

Although statistics are a promising candidate, it should be noted that detection
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still relies for a large part on market signals and audits. This is because behavior

might be an indication of fraud, but it will never be a fault proof way to separate the

good from bad, neither will it identify all fraudulent providers. Thus we encourage

the use of data mining as predictors for fraud detection and suggest that the key for

success lies within a mix of methods.

1.2 Related Work

Advances in information technology, digitalization of health care information and the

research on health insurance fraud have opened an area for data mining and machine

learning applications to fight fraud. Within the area of data mining and machine

learning, technologies have been widely studied last years and with knowledge from

similar areas, progress has been made. Especially data-mining (DM) is gaining more

attention by researchers as a potential tool to find health insurance fraud more easily

[4]. Literature differentiates data mining and machine learning into supervised, unsu-

pervised, hybrids or semi-supervised methods. As supervised techniques require the

data to be labeled for building a training set, unsupervised techniques will deal with

data based on group or statistical outlying behavior. The unsupervised methods are

a piece of technology to identify potentially fraudulent transactions, that additional

require the use of expertise to determine the legitimacy of the claims. Although fraud

detection research is a relatively large field, most of the studies consider outlier de-

tection as the primary tool [56].

After introduction of many data mining technologies researchers have combined

multiple methodologies such as fuzzy logic in medical claims assessment and neural

networks for automatically classification [8]. In the early zeros, a first concepts of

data warehousing for data mining purposes in health care arose, described inter alia

by Forgionne, who reported on an intelligent data mining system to detect health

care fraud [17]. The solution described was an early attempt on the utilization of
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data warehousing, data mining, artificial intelligence and decision support systems to

develop a proactive and effective health care fraud detection strategy.

Realization on a larger scale was researched by Major and Riedinger who devel-

oped an electronic fraud detection application to review twenty thousand providers

on 27 behavioral heuristics and compare those to similar providers. A provider score

was calculated based on these heuristics followed by a frontier identification method

to select providers as candidates for investigation. Although the research alerted

officials on almost 900 suspicious providers of which only 23 led to further investi-

gations [29]. The consultants identified 91 providers with fraudulent activities. The

performance measure, defined as the subset proportion of EFD identified candidates

in candidates identified by investigative consultants, yields value in the performance

of the task, although not yet in huge profits. Another example was the experimental

application of Yamanashi who identified a number of meaningful rare cases in pathol-

ogy insurance data from Australias Health Insurance Commission using an on-line

discounting learning algorithm [59]. In Taiwan within the National Health Insurance

(NHI) program scientists developed a detection model based on a process mining

framework that systematically identified practices derived from pathways to detect

fraudulent claims [60]. The examples returned by the non-structure detection model

captured 69% percent of the examples on average. The empirical results showed that

the proposed detection model was efficient and capable of identifying some of the

fraudulent and abusive cases within clinical instances. In Canada researchers used

Benford’s Law Distributions to detect anomalies in claim reimbursements [28]. Al-

though the method did find some remarkable behavior there were some requirements

for the use of Benford’s law and the potential fraud identification set seemed to be

limited. One of the main reasons is that Benford’s law searches for the relation be-

tween frequently used same number and fraud, however this does not always seem

to be the case. Many services have fixed prices and applying Benford’s law requires

qualitative judgement by domain experts and lacks on validation. In Chili a private

health insurance company has built applications of MLP neural networks used to
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find medical abuse and fraud. The innovative aspects of the application concerned a

method that could process the claims as fast as possible on a real time basis. The

researchers reported a detection rate of approximately 75 fraudulent and abusive

cases per month making the detection 6.6. months earlier than without the system

[41]. The system was able to retrieve 73.4% of the fraudulent billings, while having a

false positive rate of 6.9% at the operation value calculated by FP cost/FN cost of 0.2.

More recent examples on health insurance fraud detection can be found in the

work of Shan et al., Musal, Ng et al., and Tang et al. In the research of Shan et

al. applied association rule mining were studied to examine billing patterns within

a particular specialist group to detect these suspicious claims and potential fraudu-

lent individuals [45]. Domain experts in Medicaid Australia examine the identified

associated results. The subject matter expert rated the rules into low, medium or

high categories and providers were measured on the occasions they broke those rules.

According to the fraud experts, the medium and higher rules, may be directly related

to non-compliant practices and could be taken for measurement of effectiveness. The

research reported an accuracy of 20.83% of providers with more than 5 violations,

which is more effective for identifying suspicious billing patterns than random sam-

pling. Musal described two models to investigate Medicare fraud that made use of

clustering procedures as well as regression models for geographical analysis of possible

fraud [31]. The authors believe in a system dynamic approach required to investigate

the Medicare system in decisions involving the investigation of possible providers of

fraud. Ng et al. experimented on detecting non-compliant consumers (prescription

shoppers) in spatio-temporal health data of Medicare Australia using multiple met-

rics that flagged providers [32]. A modular framework that brings disparate data

mining techniques together was adopted and showed high hit rates. Of the 12 people

identified, 8 are believed to be prescription shoppers, 4 with high confidence and 4

potentials. Although beneficial experimental results were achieved and the authors

consider spatial and temporal factors to be effective in metrics, significant benefits

concerning the use of spatial-temporal factors instead of more traditional metrics
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could not be verified. The more simple metrics such as multiple visits or prescription

percentages of pharmacy visits for drugs of concern have proved valuable activity

as well. Tang et al. described in their research the problem of prescription shop-

ping, although it took a slightly different approach than Ng et al. [51]. Instead, the

application of Tang integrated techniques like feature selection, clustering, pattern

recognition and outlier detection. Using a threshold on the outlier score provider

groups could be marked as potential fraudulent. The transaction records revealed

that some extreme cases have multiple visits to different doctors on one day, how-

ever effectiveness was only qualitatively measured. The most recent study is that

of Iyengar et al. who described a methodology for identifying and ranking candi-

date audit targets from prescription drugs. The researchers developed a normalized

baseline behavioral model for each prescription area and searched for statistically sig-

nificantly deviations from that model [24]. For some of the areas, up to 500 features

were used to find anomalies. Validated was if known cases of fraud were detected by

the model. For the narcotic analgesics drug class, all the known cases of fraud were

correctly identified by the model as being very abnormal and excessive. The research

of Thornton et al. builds upon Sparrows fraud type classifications and developed a

Medicaid multidimensional data schema and elaborated on analysis techniques that

help to predict the likelihood of finding fraudulent activities. [52]

Besides found case studies, the scope and extent of health care fraud was described

by Travaille et al. that provided an overview of the electronic fraud detection from

other industries that could be applied within the health care industry. The authors

advocated the use of statistical methods for detection fraud and abuse for many of

the health care areas, and gave insight in the multiple fraud schemes that are used

by criminals in health care [53]. The work of Phua might be interesting as well con-

cerning this topic, because he published a comprehensive survey of data mining-based

fraud detection research [42]. He categorizes, compares and summarizes from almost

all published technical and review articles in automated fraud detection of a decade

research papers.
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In general, the papers suggest and justify the applicability of data mining tech-

niques for detecting health care fraud. Most describe the process of metric gathering,

valuing and validation and how dynamics should be adopted within a continuously

changing fraud environment. Most papers have a focus on specific health care area

which seems to indicate a non-homogeneous field for application. In search for gen-

eralizability we look for a common approach that can be extended to multiple areas

and applied flexibly on a large scale. Our personal goal is to apply these methodology

on the total set of Medicaid data, which is concerning its 70 million beneficiaries one

of worlds largest health insurance programs. Therefore there is a need for a generic

approach to developing predictors for detection of health insurance fraud in multiple

health areas.

1.3 Outline

This paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 states the research questions and elab-

orates on the methodology taken to design the method for health insurance fraud

prediction, how the design was implemented in a case study after which multiple ex-

periments were conducted that would be validated by fraud subject matter experts.

Chapter 3 elaborates on the health insurance domain, the kind of fraud that is known

to be committed, the current state of practice and available technology to fight it. In

chapter 4 described how metrics are created, used in analyses and the relation to fraud

cases found within the health industry. Chapter 5 provides an extensive description

on the proposed method we developed. In chapter 6 results are reported concerning

the 14 analytic experiments we performed within the Medicaid program. Chapter 7

examines the results and method by use of the fraud subject matters, and we finish

by discussing the results, compare it to similar research methodologies within data

mining to find fraud, and conclude our findings in chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

Research Approach

2.1 Research Goals & Objectives

The goals (long-term) and objectives (short-term) of a research project summarize

what is to be achieved within the study. This study is an attempt to gain knowledge

on the applications of unsupervised data mining techniques to predict fraud within

health care insurance domain. For this research the following goals have been set:

• The research will contribute to the health care fraud domain by providing insight

and guidelines for designing fraud prediction/detection systems using unsuper-

vised data mining techniques. (Scientific request)

• The research tries to contribute to the early detection of fraudulent billings in

Medicaid while reducing the false positives in selection of providers for audit.

(Business request)

• The research tries to contribute by defrauding the Medicaid health care insur-

ance to reduce costs for this sector enabling better and accessible health care.

(Environmental/Social request)

The objective in the research is to:
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• Provide insight in the development of metrics and application of unsupervised

data mining techniques that can be used for fraud detection within health care

• Describe a design for applying metrics as a generic approach for provider fraud

detection within health care

• Validate the effectiveness of this design by use of a case study and expert vali-

dation

2.2 Research Questions

The research objectives are general statements of what should be pursued in the re-

search. To translate the objectives they have been specified to the research questions

to determine what to study.

Based on the problem area we concluded that an as-of-yet insufficiently addressed

challenge exists concerning holistic and effective fraud prediction method that is flex-

ible and configurable to be transferable to the entire domain of health insurance fraud

detection. The request for a generic fraud detection approach that could be placed on

top of existing data warehousing and business intelligence architectures is a currently

problem that multiple national and private health insurance organizations have strug-

gled with over the last couple of years. The design of such an approach, application of

prediction techniques and metrics will be marked as overarching themes during this

research, with an emphasis on a case study to test the applicability of the method.

As may be read in the research methodology section, an approach of design science

was chosen as a combination of Organizational Design & Information System Design

activities should be addressed and disseminated. Both the fraud detection process

as well as the role of information systems and technology should be addressed in an

equal fashion and therefore Hevners design science theory is an appropriate method to

implement in this case [23]. For the formulation of the research question we took the

important elements of Hevner’s design science theory to compose are main research
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question:

• Artifact: Prediction Method for Fraud Detection

• Context: Health insurance

• Treatment: Unsupervised data mining techniques

• In order to: Identify suspicious providers claiming behavior

• Design Criteria: Effective Fraud Detection

The general research question will therefore be stated as:

Ẅhat is an effective method for predictive health insurance fraud detection that

identifies suspicious provider claiming behavior using unsupervised data mining tech-

niques?¨

The main question will be subdivided into three important section:

First should be identified which unsupervised techniques are applicable to identi-

fying the suspicious provider behavior. To understand what are applicable techniques

it is required to know the nature of fraud, the schemes that are being used and second

data mining techniques available should be studied and though on how they could be

used to find fraud based on unlabeled data.

Second, further investigation should occur in order to identify effective metrics that

would identify the suspicious behavior of providers. In order to answer an overview

of data set features is required in order to design the metrics, and to map those to

provider behavior. Apart from the claim data, external sources could be used as

well. Questions on the identification of metrics, the maintenance and life expectancy

of metrics because of the changing insurance environment, and the optimization of

metrics will rise accordingly.
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The third area of interest consists of finding out how the analytic detection technol-

ogy should be adopted within the process of fraud detection. Technological feasibility

is a great accomplishment, however the knowledge and tools should be transferred

to the domain were fraud experts can and will actually work the provided tools to

support them in their professions. This relates to the capability of information tech-

nology towards the possibilities of intervening in the fraud detection process.

2.3 Research Method and Validation

Research methodology refers to the behavior and instruments used in research for

selecting and constructing the research techniques to gather data. Operationaliza-

tion is the development of specific research procedures that will result in empirical

observations representing those concepts in the real world. We will thus discuss the

selected approach and the procedures and research instruments involved.

Since the nature of the research is in an Information Systems (IS) area, it consists

mainly of two disciplines, business administration (behavior science) and computer

engineering (design science) [23]. While behavior science in IS is mainly concerned

with the development of theories and prediction of events that occur when an artifact

is used, called perceived usefulness and impact on individuals and/or organizations

depending on system, service and information quality [12], design science focus on the

creation and evaluation of IT artifact intended to solve organizational problems [23].

Hevner et al. describe the design science paradigm seeks to extend the boundaries of

human and organizational capabilities by creating new and innovative artifacts̈. The

artifact in Hevner, can be defined as constructs (vocabulary and symbols), models

(abstractions and representations) and instantiations (prototype and implemented

systems). The research methodology of Hevner et al. is chosen because in the re-

search we design a construct, represented by the method of fraud predictors for health

insurance fraud detection, that should give the health fraud domain guidelines for de-
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veloping applications based on these outlying techniques.

Our first step was to gain awareness of the problem area. The approach for re-

searching the problem area, has taken the form of an extensive literature review to

establish insight in previous experiments and the learned lessons from using data

mining technology for this purpose. Secondly, to identify current fraud detection

practices and processes, documentation of the Center of Medicare and Medicaid on

Medicare & Medicaid Fraud & Abuse on Prevention, Detection, and Reporting has

been studied, and thoughts have been exchanged with two fraud experts from Medi-

caid.

Second step was to identify the unsupervised techniques applicable for the use of

identifying the suspicious provider behavior and in which way they should be used or

implemented. This was again supported by literature review on available techniques

and the study on comparable case studies from large health insurance providers, most

found within scientific literature. The gathered set of candidate unsupervised tech-

niques proposed were adopted in our knowledge base.

The third step was to gather a set of promising metrics that could be used as

features for the provider analysis that would compare their behavior in both a time

dimension as on group similarity. The metrics have been identified by remarkable

outlying behavior reported in fraud cases by the FBI [38], as well as a large private

lawyer office, operating in most U.S. states, dealing with Medicare and Medicaid

fraud cases. The reported cases, together over 650 items spread over a period of two

years, have been analyzed for outlying provider behavior. Together with considerable

items suggested by fellow researchers in the field reporting on similar case studies we

composed a set of metrics which consisted over a hundred metrics, of which fifteen

interesting, feasible implementable metrics were chosen to elaborate and adopt in the

case study.
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Fourth, metrics and unsupervised techniques were matched together and config-

ured to compare provider behavior to build suspicion of certain providers based on

the knowledge of fraud schemes, as learned previously. The gathered set of metrics,

the knowledge of fraud schemes and the availability of applicable unsupervised data

mining techniques leaded to the creation of the method as presented in this thesis.

Using the scoring of multiple predictors a suspicion on potential fraudulent providers

could be build.

Fifth, a case study has been performed to gain experiences on provider behavior,

metric effectiveness, but above all, to be able to discuss results with medical fraud

experts in order to evaluate and validate the proposed method. The case study was

performed on Arkansas dental claim data consisting records of a million beneficiaries,

over 500 dental care providers and millions of transactions. Specific details on data

preparation can be found in the case study. The analyses were designed in the R

language using a custom developed R application that ran on the Medicaid Integrity

Group Data Engine at the San Diego Super Computer Center.

Our last step was to evaluate the case study and and to fit the designed method

into the counteract process of fraud. This includes a proposition on the implemen-

tation of the method on top of Medicaid analytic tools for claim analysis and the

extension of the case study to a larger scale. To develop the predictors and analysis

we conducted subject matter expert interviews with two fraud Medicaid Experts to

evaluate and validate the method developed in this research.
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Chapter 3

Health Insurance Fraud

3.1 Fraud and the Detection Process

In order to research health care fraud domain, it is important to have clear distinc-

tive view on what fraud is, certainly because mostly it is named together with abuse

and waste. In general fraud and abuse refer to the situation in which health care is

paid for but not provided, or a situation in which reimbursements are paid to third

party insurance companies or federal programs such as Medicare or Medicaid, though

no such services were rendered. Other definitions define fraud and abuse as health

care providers receiving kickbacks, patients seeking treatments that are potentially

harmful to them (such as seeking drugs to satisfy addictions), and the prescription of

services known to be unnecessary [26]. Waste on the other hand, refers more to the

inefficiency of health care processes, which mostly is unrelated to fraud. Provision

of medically unnecessary services is also a form of waste, but only considered fraud

when provided intentionally. We will use the definitions of fraud and abuse given by

the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services [16]:

Fraud: Purposely billing for services that were never furnished and or supplies

not provided, medically unnecessary services and altering claims to receive higher

reimbursement than the service produced.
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Abuse: The billings of practices that, either directly or indirectly, are not consis-

tent with the goals of providing patients with services that are medically necessary,

meet professionally recognized standards, and are fairly priced.

In the war against health care fraud, we identified six process stages ranging from

identification up to prosecution. The six stages will not necessarily subsequent for

each particular fraud case; only one of the second or third stage often occurs, or

are completely absent in some cases. Although some of the terms in literature are

interchangeably used and overlap by the following descriptions was tried to distinguish

the six stages:

1. Fraud Prevention: is the attempt to reduce crime and deter criminals to

commit fraud in the health care system. This can be done by preventive mea-

sures such as education, morality, law enforcement and maintenance of criminal

justice.

2. Fraud Suspicion: is the cognition of mistrust, there might be potential fraud

because we doubt a person, his behavior, however without any proof. An ex-

ample is of such suspicion is when we never see any clients at a health care

provider or when you have received services you are not sure about the reason

why they have been provided to you.

3. Fraud Detection Predictors: is a statement that some outcome is expected.

We are not predicting providers that are going to commit fraud, but detect a

suspicion of on providers based on claiming behavior which may lead to the

detection of fraud or further fraud investigations. Fraud Detection predictors,

analyses and forensic analytic tools may be used. This type is referred as

indicative fraud potential.

4. Inconsistency or Fraud Detection: refers to the discovery of a fraud crime,

the catch of fraud by inconsistencies in a submitted claim. The fraud can be as-

certained without cooperation from or synchronization with the provider. Rule
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based systems that check for un-bundling of service codes or check for treatment

on dead patients are examples of fraud detection systems. The condition for

detection is that there is a clear and direct relationship between the submission

and unlawful acts, referred as observational fraud.

5. Fraud Audit or Investigation: An audit or investigation is a human pro-

cess that goes through interviews, medical documentation or on site reviews to

gather all proof for fraud which will could lead to prosecution or settlement.

We can now speak of an internal fraud accusation.

6. Fraud Prosecution: After Investigation when enough proof of committed

fraud has been gathered one could go for conduct of a legal proceeding, making

a public accusation. If convicted of, we can refer as committed fraud.

As may be seen from the fraud detection process, one can only speak of fraud

when it has been proven to be fraud. As well, it is a grey area when speaking of law-

ful inconsistencies, as the provider intention that should be revealed from the audit

will indicate if the case will be judged as fraudulent or not. For example, a provider

might send in a claim for a deceased patient. Although this might seem obvious

case of fraud, still one should proof that it wasn’t just an accident, where the wrong

patient was claimed for the services provided. Until proved otherwise, in many of the

cases one should when stating fraud, actually refer to as indication of fraud, potential

fraud or fraud accusations.

3.2 Medicaid and Fraud Schemes

Three areas are important for the design of a system that may effectively predict

where to detect fraud. First, the health insurance system and associated claim pro-

cesses, because of the properties of the transaction data as well as the semantics of

the stored data within a broader context of health insurance. Second, the variety of

fraud that is committed, the schemes to look for and the prospect of measurement
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of targeted predictions. Last, one should know about the current initiatives on fraud

diminution, their associated fields, the available resources and the progressed results

so far to be able fit in or replace new practices for fraud detection.

The health insurance program Medicaid, the United States federal health program

for families and individuals with low income and resources, was taken for the devel-

opment of our case study. With roughly 70 million people enrolled in the program,

it belongs to the worlds largest insurance programs. People eligible to the program

may request for health care services. Once received, the performing service providers

may claim directly for patients costs made to Medicaid. An example is a doctor visit,

prescribed medications or home health service, usually a fixed reimbursement defined

in the beneficiaries program policy. A lot of the providers have an agreement on prices

charged for services of Medicaid patients. Those providers sends their claims in case

of full reimbursement directly to Medicaid. Beneficiaries will not to be bothered with

the claim processing details and only receives the Explanation of Benefits (EOB) af-

terwards. Providers without such agreements, for instance laboratories, will send a

bill and EOB to the beneficiary, who sends it subsequently to Medicaid for reimburse-

ment. Every state will process the Medicaid claims and validates the legitimate of a

claim under the state specific policies before continuing to payment. Because of the

size of incoming claims, automated checks are performed that search for claim code

inconsistencies, data incorrectness, service pricing’s and claim duplication’s. These

edits and audits are designed to verify the information with honest providers in mind,

the system lacks of effective fraud-referral mechanisms [49]. More or less, we can con-

clude that the payment integrity is sacrificed for processing efficiency. A claim may

pass the audit creating reimbursements for service providers while services have not

been performed, are not billed correctly or are medically irrelevant at all. Sparrow

identified and described the forms of fraud and what to look for. In his book he

reported on seven types of fraud schemes that form the problem in the American

health insurance programs [49]:
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• Billing for services not rendered (Identity theft & Phantom billing)

• Up-coding of services and items (Up-coding)

• Duplicate billing

• Un-bundling of claims (Un-bundling / Creative Billing)

• Medically unnecessary services (Bill Padding)

• Excessive services (Bill Padding)

• Kickbacks

While some of the schemes can be quite easily detected during the automatic claim

processing, for most of the schemes it quite difficult to detect potential fraud. This is

mainly caused by the invisibility of service provision to beneficiaries, the complexity

of claims and the medical expertise necessary to review and judge the claims. Com-

plementary, we have to deal with the invisible undefined nature fraud which makes

it difficult to look for something when not knowing what to look for. There is for

example no defined distinction between fraud and abuse when it comes to medical

necessity. Understanding of motivations of a physician can not be computed. There

are no tools yet to create a pattern of his reasoning logic comparing that to medi-

cal expedient behavior, in order to infer the criminal motivation. The equal applies

for instance to physician referrals, which are a daily practice of the physicians job.

The referrals may though be incentified by kickbacks, incentivizing the act of referral

forgery. While most of the schemes are conducted in a slow approach, steal a little all

the time, using schemes such as services not rendered, is also exists in the more ag-

gressive form, known as the hit and run practice. A form of this hit and run practice

is as false companies are registered to bill as much as possible followed by a sudden

disappearance of all the staff once authorities start to investigate these companies.

The U.S. Government created new laws and changed policies and practices to

fight fraud, as can be seen by the initiatives in the anti fraud affordable care act [48].
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Current initiative to fight fraud were mainly found in programs on national and state

level. The Medicaid Integrity Program is the federal attempt to reduce fraud and

abuse in the Medicaid program since the states have difficulties to control the situa-

tion. The Center of Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), part of the department

of Health and Human Services, runs Medicaids Integrity programs enacting both pre-

vention and investigation [16]. The institute closely work together with the Federal

Bureau of Investigation (FBI) for national investigation of fraud and the department

of Justice (DOJ) to prosecute criminals. Within the Medicaid Integrity Program,

fraud investigation teams are requested to find fraud on state basis. Medicaid Fraud

Control Units (MFCU), single identifiable entities of state government, annually certi-

fied by the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, conduct

a statewide program for the investigation and prosecution of health care providers to

defraud the Medicaid program [36]. At last the U.S. provides the Civil False Claim

Act (U.S. Code; 3729 False claims) [39] allowing citizens to file actions against federal

contractors on the accusing of fraud and gaining part of the recovered national ex-

penses. This resulted last decade already in a huge gain in expenses for government as

well as the complaint filers and representatives. Within the Integrity programs, both

nation as state wide fraud has been identified and investigated in multiple ways and

even some attempts regarding the application of data mining technologies have been

initiated. Preventive initiatives may be found in policy changes within the programs

of Medicaid and Medicare.

Based on the study of program initiatives concerning fraud identification a sepa-

ration of initiations on fraud audits or investigations could be derived. Presented in

table 3.1, five common ways may be seen in which the fraud investigations normally

are initiated. Although other Electronic fraud detection techniques exists, only most

frequent occurred ones were listed.

Each of the fraud indication types has pro and cons. Random sampling will usu-

ally result in low findings, however it may reveal new kinds of fraud. Searching for
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Table 3.1: Fraud Audit Initiation Types.

Fraud Audit Initiation Description

Submission problems While submitting a claim, there are already
problems identified by the first auditors. Exam-
ple: frequent problematic claim submissions are
subjected to investigation. (rule based transac-
tion)

Random sampling Randomly selected claim submissions are inves-
tigated.

Whistle blowers or indications from
the sector

Co-workers report suspicious behavior or abuse
of their colleagues or cooperation providers.

Searching for similar known fraud
schemes

Fraud investigators profile a provider based on
claim data on a specific fraud scheme and
start investigation based similar profile (profil-
ing, rule-based data mining )

Unusual claim behavior/ Predictive
Fraud Detection

Fraud investigators analyze claim data and look-
ing for unusual behavior (outlier detection/
anomaly detection / clustering outlier)

similar fraud schemes normally will be a short term approach, as it will optimize for

the search of one type of fraud, leaving out the others, but might be more effective.

Criminals will discover and undermine the detection method eventually, shifting their

fraudulent behavior to other more sophisticated schemes. We argue that fraud should

be fought and initiated at each level to have a balanced fraud investigation process.

It will both be effective on short term for high recovering as well as sustaining con-

tingency for keeping track of fraud movements and development. This study focused

mainly on the unusual claim behavior as indicator for the initiation of an intensive

fraud investigation due to the relatively new research area and potential for finding

new fraud as well as known fraud with high detection rates.

Measuring behavior can be done on each level of sparrow health care fraud control

stack, going beyond the single transaction level. Where the predictors within this re-

search were mainly targeted for the provider (3b) and the patient-practice level (4b),

one could create similar metrics for the other levels. It should be taken into consid-

eration that developing fraud metrics for the higher levels are associated with higher
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Table 3.2: The seven levels of health care fraud control by Sparrow, adapted by
Thornton to emphasize their focus area [49] [52].
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Level 1 Single Claim, or Transaction * * *

Level 2 Patient / Provider * * *

Level 3 a. Patient * *** * *** *
b. Provider ** *** * ***

Level 4 a. Insurer Policy / Provider ** * ** ** *
b. Patient / Provider Group * * * * *

Level 5 Insurer Policy / Provider
Group

** ** ** ** *

Level 6 a. Defined Patient Group ** * * ** **
b. Provider Group ** *** ** *** *

Level 7 Multiparty, Criminal Conspir-
acies

** ** * ** ***

Usefullness: * Low ** Medium *** High

complexity and requisite more resources. Behavioral metrics usually are developed to

reveal suspicious behavior related to certain schemes types. According to Thornton

et al. each level can also be related to different usefulness for the detection of each of

the fraud types, as can be seen in Table 3.2 [52].

According to the usefulness and focus on provider behavior, the fraud schemes to

look for should mainly be found in phantom billing, up-coding, un-bundling and the

excessive or unnecessary services. Another approach that will provide an indication

on the fraud to be found within the case study is that of Major and Riedinger who

identified five categories of behavioral heuristics where fraud can be found or take

place [29].

• Financial: The flow of dollars
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• Medical Logic: Whether a medical situation would normally happen

• Abuse: Frequency of treatments

• Logistics: The place, time and sequence of activities

• Identification: How providers present themselves to the insurer

The metric design can be classified using these five behavioral heuristics. It would

be desirable to find metrics for detection of anomaly on all five of behavioral fraud

types, although we have to note that some are harder to design metrics for.

To conclude, in order to design a generic method for predictors of fraud detection

we need to take into account:

• Health insurance is a large, complex environment. The detection of fraud re-

quires experts with domain knowledge and is for a large part dependent on

inside recognition of fraud that will give leads to fraud expert or evolve into qui

tam cases.

• Fraud investigation spreads over multiple departments and organizations, each

of which will target on a different geographic level. Resources are not abundant

and obscurity of fraud remains to be an issue.

• Different fraud schemes exists of which each can be viewed from different per-

spectives. The perspectives enable us to determine the usefulness of finding

fraud at each level or perspective and oversee the coverage of all kinds of fraud

within the health insurance branches.

• The health insurance area is of such size and complexity that division of care

areas for fraud detection is required. Comparisons will only be feasible when

we would deal with a quite homogeneous group. Because regulations and re-

imbursement are dealt stately, making cross state comparisons are bound by

limitations that should be set by fraud experts.
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• Fraud is an evolving subject. The play between fraud investigators and criminals

will shift fraud from areas, as well between schemes. The lesson here is to search

the fraud that will be committed tomorrow while monitor the known.

3.3 Analyses & Applicable Detection Techniques

Outlier technology, our predictors for fraud detection can be used to identify high-

risk fraud candidates in business or the public sector. While outlier detection and

classification techniques are used on the individual metrics, the metrics are based

on heuristics of fraudulent behavior and therefore form the predictors for detecting

fraudulent activity. The ability to apply data mining techniques to the health care

fraud domain is dependent on the individual measurement semantics, the assumed

relations between the behavior of a metric and fraud, and on the availability, size,

types and forms of claim registrations. In order to choose the right metrics and and

associated mining techniques one should take into account to deal with a set of data

characteristics of health insurance claims:

• Data volume: Over billions of claims in the warehouse. Calculations are sub-

ject to severe computational power in order to provide data mining possibilities.

• Data complexity: Due to the size of health care, diversity of services and

providers, the medical knowledge and the jargon necessary to understand claims.

• Data diversity: Each state has its own registration format for Medicaid claims.

• Data reliability: Limited data Reliability, claim registration errors occur,

willfully or unwillingly.

• Data labels: The percentage of fraud constitutes a very small percentage of

the total number of transactions and has therefore fundamental limits for the

classifier performance named class imbalance, likely to rule out the supervised

techniques [7].
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Keeping these characteristics in mind, a closer look was taken to the types of

data mining techniques that could be applied. Profiling technologies are algorithms

or mathematical techniques that will characterize entities to discover patterns or cor-

relations in large quantities of data, aggregated in databases. The notion of profiling

practices is not just about the construction of profiles, but also concerns the applica-

tion of group profiles to individuals [13]. Profiling is a form of supervised data mining

and possible when we know which providers are fraudulent, in order to search for com-

mon characteristics for those who were fraudulent. A fraud investigation database

might enable provider profiling but brings concerns on privacy, security that limits

the use exchanging this data. To begin with, only limited set of fraud cases for each of

the homogeneous groups are available, which makes it difficult to construct reliable

prior sets. Furthermore, fraud is changing by its nature and therefore as provider

behavior will evolve, both because of domain changes and fraud scheme development,

the created fraud model have to be adjusted [11]. One of the fundamental assump-

tions of the classification paradigm is that the various distributions involved will not

change over time in order to classify correctly. In the insurance fraud however, they

do. The criminals play a hide and seek game to bypass detection systems, which will

result in the population drift [20]. At last unrevealed fraud can never be classified

as non-fraudulent as long as the contrary not has been proven. The combination

of the small to absent training set and the population drift results that supervised

technologies are not considered a solution fit.

Supervised data mining seem to have drawbacks that makes it in most cases im-

possible to achieve big success with, therfore focus is on the unsupervised techniques.

In unsupervised methods, there is no prior class label of legitimate or fraudulent be-

havior required [27]. Within unsupervised data mining, different techniques could

be used for fraud detection. The chosen techniques however, are all a form of out-

lying or anomalous behaviour detection, categorized as outlier analysis techniques.

Techniques like principal components a and association ruling were left out because

the outlier technique was referred as to be the most practical. Association ruling
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could be interesting though to find common billing combinations, which could reveal

for example unbundling schemes. We listed four most promising outlier techniques

below which we were used in the case study:

• Peer Group Analysis is a technique for monitoring behavior over time in data

mining situations [7]. In particular, the technique detects individual objects that

begin to behave in a way distinct from objects to which they had previously

been similar. Example would be a larger growing claim amount than those of

other entities. In such problem settings, the assumption of temporal continuity

plays a critical role in defining and determining outliers [1]. In time-series, a

strong relationship exists between points in time, whilst multi-dimensional data

has a weaker relationship and refers to aggregated trends. Medical claim data

mostly relies on the second definition.

• Break Point Analysis, unlike peer group analysis, operates on the single

entity level. A break point is an observation where anomalous behavior for a

particular entity is detected based on its own behavior. Example is a steep

change percentage in claim amounts. Noted should be that because we deal

with the multi-dimensional data steep changes may as well occur on regular

basis based on statistical deviations [1].

• Cluster Analysis goes to additional lengths further by forming groups of enti-

ties with the same behavior, those objects that are more similar to group objects

than others. Clustering is also known as segmentation or partioning regarded

a variant of unsupervised classification [50]. Based on the clustering algorithm

an entity will receive its label of a clustered group, which could be highly de-

pendent on the algorithm used. In terms of fraud detection we look at unusual

or outlying clusters that cannot be explained by ”normal” claim behavior.

• Single Anomalies or Outliers are patterns in data that do not conform to

a well-defined notion of normal behavior [9]. In a data set mostly the gross
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of items can formerly be grouped within regions where items have similar be-

havior on their dimensions, although some items differ significantly from those

normal regions. These items are considered outliers, based on deviations of the

group characteristics. Beside individual outlying observations, outlying group

formations can exist as well.

To understand the development of our proposed metrics and analyses, it requires

some background on statistics and working with outlier techniques. In statistics,

an outlier is an observation that is numerically distant from the rest of the data

[18]. Anomaly detection refers to the problem of finding patterns in data that do

not conform to expected behavior and are often also referred as outliers, discor-

dant observations, exceptions, aberrations, surprises, peculiarities or contaminants

in different application domains [9]. Outlier detection techniques are developed over

the last decades and each of them has characteristics that will match certain pur-

poses in respect to the data spread. Therefore there is no single correct method to

select, previously from seeing the data characteristics, to detect the right outlying

providers as much as possible. In fact, this rather is a process of learning by eval-

uating of results. In order to bootstrap from this problem, arguably it is likely to

adopt a mix of algorithms. Each of those are assigned to metrics with data scatter

that matches the strengths of these outlying detection methods and monitored for

their outcomes. Outlier detection techniques can be divided mainly between uni-

variate methods and multivariate methods. The difference is found in the number

of dimensions; Uni-variate methods deal with only the first dimension, multivariate

analyses will consist of at least two dimensions. Another taxonomy classification is

the difference between parametric (statistical) methods and non-parametric meth-

ods (model-free) [58]. Parametric methods assume there is an underlying statistical

model for the distribution of the data, or the model is an approach to predict the

distribution [6] [19]. Distance based methods are an example of this non-parametric

outlier detection methods. Another class of outlier detection techniques is those of

outlier clustering: small clusters are classified as outlying clusters [33]. Clustering

can be particular interesting when we would expect sets of providers that are us-
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ing the same fraud scheme and will therefore reveal similar outlying group behavior

compared to the rest. Interest exist in clustering when multiple time-flexible centers

could be identified in a data set and there is a need to search for the outliers based

on the centers those clusters. The underlying assumption would be that usually all

data instances belong to a cluster in the data, while only a few anomalies will not

belong to any cluster. Spatial outliers are a class of related methods that search

for extreme observations or local instabilities concerning neighboring values such as

Voronoi neighborhood formulations, but might have disadvantages in significance [44].

In statistics outliers are often indicative, either of measurement error or because of

population heavy-tailed distribution. For health insurance data we experience that

the distribution is usually not completely normally distributed since it is influenced

by many factors who are frequently unknown. Because mostly the distributions are

non-normal, there is a need in many of our metrics to adjust the parameters of outlier

detection algorithms or detect an underlying model to set outlying behavior. In most

cases we do not have such an underlying model, or it is difficult to establish as of the

changing nature of health insurance. Therefore the general approach is to seek for for

non-parametric outlier detection techniques to apply. In the case we dealt with both

fraud metrics that are uni-variate as multivariate.

Although the methods might sound promising, it should be taken into account

that these statistical analyses are no guarantee for correct fraud labeling, but solely

indicators for initiating fraud investigations. In the evaluation of metrics, for the

short term, false positives rates on initiated investigations can be measured and, for

the long term we could measure false positive rates on successful prosecutions. The

detection algorithms may be optimized iteratively.
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Chapter 4

Metrics, Capturing Provider

Behavior

4.1 Provider Metrics, definition and types

Metrics or more specific, provider metrics are used as features in data mining al-

gorithms to compare providers with each other, or with themselves in a historical

dimension. A metric can refer to an aggregate data attribute of an provider in a

claim record set, such as the amount of an certain procedure code, as it can refer to

an calculated value by means of proportions such as the proportion between low and

high cost treatments serviced by a provider. In order to avoid confusion we defined

the term metric as follows, within this context of this research:

A metric is a derived aggregate, or calculated relation between data -features,

-attributes or -measurements that characterize the behavior of an entity over a given

time period enabling comparative analysis both in time, between peers or among

other dimensions.

Metrics, by themselves, are loose indicators as they lack one to one relationships

to fraud. Assumed is that entities that commit fraud will show aberrant behavior on

multiple metrics while honest providers do not. Therefore we use the indicators to vi-
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sualize the provider behavior which will help in the process of fraud detection. While

some of the metrics are quite generic and may be applied to multiple domains, such

as the average of claim or service rates, other metrics can only be used within specific

areas. It are usually the metrics designed to investigate specific fraud schemes that

tend to be more domain specific while the financial and aggregates of claims counts

are less domain specific. An example is the metric that looks at the proportion be-

tween 90 minutes versus 60 or 30 minutes physician treatments, which is specifically

looking for an up-coding fraud scheme. This analysis can only be applied on areas

where we do have service codes that differ in time spend on a patient. This is for

instance absent in the pharmacy area were the focus is on prescriptions instead of

services. Another metric is the amounts of prescribed drugs per doctor, that searches

for extreme prescription rates indicating a phantom billing scheme. Such an analysis

could only be applied in the areas were doctors are licensed to prescribe drugs. Thus,

metrics can mainly be divided in two categories, of which both can and should be

adapted in the search for fraud. We define:

• General metrics: Metrics to indicate fraud that are applicable independent

of the services or products type a provider can claim.

• Domain specific metrics: Metrics to indicate fraud that are applicable only

to certain providers based on the services or products they can claim.

Medical claim records contain the performed medical procedures, patient diag-

noses, charges, payment details and the relationship between beneficiary and providers.

This information is the main source to design metrics from. While in theory there

is much more provider behavior to be measured, there is a dependency on the in-

formation provided from the transaction records in Medical Insurance Systems, the

referential data that is available and can legally be used, and at last, the sample

size of the transactions and enrolled providers in order to make significant statistical

analysis. Although there might be many ways to design, create or gather metrics, it
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Figure 4-1: Medicaid Multi-dimensional Data Model [52]

is expected the most effective metrics could be designed by learning from provider

behavior in earlier found fraud cases.

4.2 Medicaid Data Model and Referential Data

This research build upon the research of Thornton et al. and follows the proposed

multi-dimensional data model developed for Medicaid claim data which is presented

in Figure 4-1. The metrics presented further on, were build on the data dimensions

the model provided. Extending the design with metrics that require the use of refer-

ential data is possible, but out of scope.

The conglomeration of medical claim records with referential data may extend

the set of possible metrics and could improve the detection of fraudulent providers

by having more behavioral data. However, there is change it may also decrease the

level of reliability and increase complexity. Good arguments are required to decide

including reference data. Sources like death records, medical license databases or

DEA pricing tables should support the rule based anomaly detection. For behavioral

predictors, by example loan credibility scores, tax payments information, patient so-

cial network analysis or NICS criminal records could be used. Although technically

feasible, legal and ethical aspects issues will arise. Data couplings entail complexities
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by the separation of data ownership and data constrictions based on the licenses that

may prohibit or limit of data exchange with third parties. It may also result in ethical

risk concerns by the public, enrolled beneficiaries or providers in Medicaid. Size and

market domination of state programs play an important role, especially concerning

the privacy degradation effect many people will have to take in, because many of them

are in this program because they didn’t had real alternatives at private insurance com-

panies. Second, Data duplication and spread has always impact on the risk of data

exposure, which is especially in case of medical data, a severe security risk. Thus, ref-

erential data may enrich the set of metrics, although not in all cases is the best choice.

4.3 Metric Identification

Metrics can be derived and designed in multiple ways, through case analysis, by lit-

erature review, by study of attributes in the data model or by participation with

business within the same field. Although case study may be an instrument that helps

to create a set of metrics, evaluation of the metrics by means of experts and flagging

results is no frivolous luxury; it is an absolute necessity. The set of metrics chose for

our experiments consist of case identified metrics analyzed at the FBI news blog [38],

as well as an large private lawyer office dealing with Medicare and Medicaid fraud

cases operating in most U.S. states and some of the metric found in literature, mainly

by [40] [31] [32] [46] [51]. To understand the process of fraud metric extraction we

illustrated two examples of fraud cases that leaded to design of universal metrics.

First example is a recent fraud case in New Jersey, where a physician and owner

of a home-based physician services for seniors business pleaded guilty for charging

lengthy visits to elderly patients that they did not receive [54]. The physician in dis-

pute received at least half a million dollars in criminal and was eventually detected

because it became the highest billing home care provider among more than 24.000

doctors in New Jersey from January 1, 2008 through October 14, 2011. The inten-
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tionally over billing for services, also known as up-coding is a typical behavior that

can be detected using metrics. Derived from this case was that he used lengthy visits.

A metric that compares peers on the proportion of each visit length could identify

such a provider. The assumption is that criminal providers because of their up-coding

behavior will have a higher proportion of lengthy patient visits claimed.

Second example is a fraud case on conspiracy in Texas, where a doctor, who owned

a community medical center, falsely represented office visits and diagnostic test that

were medically unnecessary from February 2010 until February 2011 [55]. In exchange

for submitting themselves to diagnostic tests, patients at the clinic were prescribed

controlled substances, which gave the doctor confidence that the patient would return

for follow-up visits. The combination of fictitious symptoms gave the doctor not only

reason to prescribe the narcotics, but covered him as well for ordering more tests. The

indication for this type of fraud however can be found in the referral rate. Patients

are rarely referred to specialist because this would reveal that they would be healthy

and could start raise questions, beside that the doctor now should need to find new

patients for his fraud scheme. It might also be found in the amount of specific tests

he would prescribe in general to this patients, meaning having a higher rate on out-

sourced lab works. A third way he would be remarked is on its returning customers.

Although every provider would have returning customers, when a large proportion of

clients return too often, many times per year, this would seem remarkable at least.

A provider could be a specialist or a phenomenal diagnostician that would only treat

the real sick or rare cases, but in general it would a bit suspicious.

Metric identification is a complex task were is a need of knowledge of both the

health care domain, as of statistical theory. In the designing process of metrics, it

requires more than analysis of fraud cases to find fraud indicators. A group of outliers

will normally consist of some outliers based on statistical deviation, just by chance,

which cannot be filtered within a single metric. Only when fraudulent providers will

take a more deviant position in the group of outliers, normal providers will probably
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shift to the non-outlying group, leaving the bad guys separated. There are however

always providers that will be classified as fraudulent, although they aren’t, probably

because their practice actually differs to much from the homogeneous groups. Filter-

ing this non-fraudulent providers or replacing them to other groups could be done,

but is difficult without full understanding of the domain.

Although the initial set of behavioral metrics was quite large, and consisted of

over 100 metrics, it was refined to fifteen that could be applied to the dental domain

and were feasible for implementation within our research case constrains. The set of

metrics does not necessarily has to be really large, in contrary, data mining prescribes

25 to maximal 30 features or item sets are used as predictors as of exponential com-

putation expenses. Secondly, if hundreds of metrics will be designed, we increase the

absolute amount of outliers as well, which eventually will result in that each providers

will have outlying behavior in some of the metrics because of the statistical change.

The finite set could be found through cycles of evaluation by changing over metrics.

Metric identification is dependent on fraud experts and is iterative process to find a

satisfying set of metrics that works effectively.
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Chapter 5

Method for Predictors of Health

Insurance Fraud Detection

5.1 The Method

As the initial steps for designing the metrics were described in the previous section we

may continue to the process of implementing the metrics and going through the life

cycle of development, testing and iterative improvement. The Method for Predictors

of Health Insurance Fraud Detection which is presented in Figure 5-1 shows the stages

of this cycle and the current aspects involved in those stages. Seven phases will be

iterated in the method, which are in depth described in each of seven the subsections:
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Figure 5-1: Method for Predictors of Health Insurance Fraud Detection
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5.2 Seven Iterative Phases

5.2.1 Compose Metric sets for Domains

As described in the previous chapter, metrics are derived or calculated data -feature,

-attribute or -measurement that characterizes the behavior of an entity over a given

time period enabling comparative behavioral analysis using data mining algorithms.

In the first iteration, we expect these metrics to be inferred from remarkable provider

behavior supported by fraud cases and developed in cooperation with fraud experts.

For each of the health insurance domains, analysis should be performed, fraud metrics

have to be developed, meeting both domain specific as general metrics. Example of

domains that could be taken are dental, physicians, home health or lab and x-ray.

Some of them can even further be split to sub-domains to differentiate between spe-

cialists. Health insurance counts over 40 of such domains and may vary within the

Medicaid programs. In the subsequent cycles, the composition of the metrics will

consist of the creation of the latest designed metrics, to update existing metrics that

need slightly different configurations, adjustments on confidence level, to optimize

their hit rates, or the deletion of metrics that seem to counteract in finding fraud by

only marking honest providers. Once agreed on a defined set of metrics supported

for potential to predict fraud detections, the cycle is started by going through the

phases from preparing data, calculating the metrics, compare the providers, analyze

and evaluate results.

5.2.2 Clean & Filter Data

The Second phase concerns selecting a workable set of data for the analysis. This

consist of two tasks, minimize measurement uncertainties by cleaning out the data

set, second select only the relevant data of those providers to be analyzed.

The first task relates to the problem of data quality, which has to be estimated in
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order to determine the precision of your provider behavior computations. Where data

quality may be reduced by multiple influences, three main concerns are addressed con-

cerning the health insurance data. First is the problem of merging multiple databases

of information about common entities is frequently encountered in Knowledge Dis-

covery in Databases (KDD) and decision support systems (DSS) in large commercial

and government organizations [22]. Second is the problem of entered data quality.

Health insurance data is subject to loss of quality in various ways. At first, data entry

is done by hand, which is shown to inaccurate in about 4.4% in cases on personal

information, and even higher percentages when abstracting data [10]. Third is the

use of accurate data. Claims are often wrongly submitted and adjusted afterwards.

Reasons are for example mistakes made in the process of creating the more complex

claims that consist of multiple services, or services prescribed, billed, but never con-

sumed [5]. These claims as far as possible should be removed. Data cleansing, data

cleaning or scrubbing, is the quite common practice to improve the quality of the

data and is highly suggested before performing analysis. Data cleansing will process

the data in order to detect and correct (or remove) corrupt or inaccurate records from

the record set, table, or database.

After cleaning, filtering is required, the task of selecting only that data which

can be used for analysis. All data containing missing values causing the inability to

calculate metrics should be removed. Claims that are voided from the system will be

filtered out from the data set used for analysis. The result set of claim transaction

data should meet as far as possible the ISO 8000 data quality criteria, before contin-

uing the analysis.

5.2.3 Select Provider Groups, Compute Metrics

A common problem in data mining is to compare apples to oranges. Providers should

be similar, in such sense that it is meaningful to compare them on certain behavior.

The principal problem is that the more homogeneous a providers group is, comparison
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may be better through, however the sample size of providers will decrease equivalent.

Three questions arise: First what would be the minimum data criteria of a provider

in order to perform a predictive metric. For example a provider with only 2 claims

per month shouldn’t be candidate for comparisons, because there is not much to

compare. Second, what is the sample size that is acceptable to do a analysis, in

order to classify outliers with enough certainty. If a group only consist of 5 providers,

comparison results will not be very trustworthy. This is the problem of setting the

right Provider Data Criteria. Third issue is selecting the characteristics criteria of a

provider to fit within the provider group to be similar enough to its group members.

Apart from operating within the same domain, or sub-domain in health care there are

other provider characteristics that may influence the analysis, such as the provider

size. Practices that claim 10 times the number of claims may be different in behavior

as well because of other equipment, multiple practices or costs associated. These

characteristics have to be considered before analysis. If a cluster analysis is done

to detect such differences, it are the Provider Cluster Criteria that would identify

the different groups. Using density or distance based clustering algorithms such as

k-means or pam groups can be separated and only compared to their cluster members.

To apply metrics in analysis, calculations of those are performed and stored. The

data time-frame over which the metric is calculated has to be defined. Our approach

is to take a snapshot in time of provider behavior, that is calculated over the preced-

ing time, which is captured in a time frame of which the length will be defined per

metric. In general, this means taking a snapshot on first of July 2013, with a time

frame length of 6 month, the metric is calculated over all the provider claims with

servicing dates between first of January 2013 and first of July 2013. If the interval is

bimonthly, the next analysis takes data from March 2013 until September 2013.
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5.2.4 Compare Providers by Metric, Flag Outliers

The analysis interval should be defined, which basically means to define the frequency

to compute the metrics and perform the analysis. A real-time or daily interval is some-

how optimistic, because of the size of data and the computational resources it would

require. A reasonable approach would be to calculate the metrics and performing the

analyses on a monthly, quarterly, or yearly basis. Requirements on the computational

resources as well as on the analysis of fraud experts should be estimated. On the other

hand, consider if all the comparisons should be done at all, or if there is only interest

in the largest problem areas and can analysis of other areas be passed over.

Second is to chose the right analysis technique(s) and the outlier detection method

for each of the metrics. Examples of analysis techniques used in our case study were

uni-variate analysis, multivariate analysis, time-series analysis and box-plot analy-

sis. Outlier detection methods used were deviation from regression model, deviation

clusters, single deviations from clusters, trend deviations, and peak deviations. The

deviations in these methods made use of two types. First type is non-parametric, hav-

ing no underlying statiscal distribution. Boxplots use inter quartile ranges to detect

outliers. The second type is parametric, and makes use of Gaussian mixture models

to find outliers, were no strong requirements were set to find the perfect model of the

data distribution , rather a smart fit.

One of the analysis made use of a boxplot, which is composed of three quartiles,

as can be seen in Figure 5-2. The first quartile (Q1) is defined as the middle number

between the smallest number and the median of the data set. The second quartile

(Q2) is the median of the data. The third quartile (Q3) is the middle value between

the median and the highest value of the data set. The inter quartile range is the

difference between Q1 - Q3. Based on the inter quartile range, the upper and lower

fences, also referred sometimes as the whiskers, may be calculated. P was parame-

terized as a variable enabling us tho define the outlier criteria, which usually is set to
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1.5, however in our case study higher.

Upperfence = Q3 + P · IQR

Lowerfence = Q1 − P · IQR

The other analysis methods made use of Gaussian mixture models. Although

these might not always perfectly fit the data spread, parameters of the model may

skew the model slightly to get reasonable results. Building a perfect model to mini-

mize the misfit is over complicated for this purpose. First because it is time intensive

to create it, second as the data spread may change over time. Argued is it shouldn’t

made more complex than necessary, following the heuristic theory of Occam’s Razor,

who argues that one should proceed to simpler theories until simplicity can be traded

for greater explanatory power. The z-value test is used in many of the analyses, using

the parameterized Z-score as the criteria for anomaly. In a set of data were we have

observations denoted by X1..Xn a mean of µ and standard deviation of σ. The z-value

for data points may be calculated using the formula of the z-test:

Zi =
|Xi − µ|

σ

For each significance level, the Z-test has a single critical value (for example, 1.96

for 5% two tailed), which we will use as our outlier criteria. Usually in statistics

people are in search of the 2,5%, 1% or 0.5% of data in the tails of the distribution.

In general we made use of z-score of 2.33, respectively 1 out of 100, 1% in a two-tailed

test, 0.5% in a one-tailed test. Outliers thus may be found using both by parametric

models as well as by non-parametric models.

5.2.5 Predictors form suspicion for Provider Fraud Detection

An important aspect is how to report an anomaly and how to relate it to indication of

fraud. Chandola defines scoring techniques as procedure to assign an anomaly score

to each instance in the test data depending on the degree to which that instance is
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Figure 5-2: Box-plot and probability density function of a Normal N(0,σ2) Population,
derived of [57]
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considered an anomaly [9]. Our scoring approach is a little different. Once an outlier

criteria has been exceeded by a provider we raise flag for the provider in that period.

A flag is the identification of an anomaly detected by the data mining algorithm,

better known as the outlier. Scoring is the formula of the individual predictors for

fraud detection based on the individual results of each of the outliers in provider

analysis. The proposed scoring is a way of stacking suspicion. A single provider an-

alytic will mark some honest providers. The assumption of using scoring to find the

most interesting provides to investigate for fraud is that it will find those providers

that are frequent outliers, in a timely matter, as well as on multiple predictors. The

methodology of using outlier criteria, or flags instead of an outlierness score as used

by Chandola has advantages as well as some drawbacks. On one hand, using anomaly

scoring, entities with only a few high scoring analyses will be compensated by lower

scores on all others. Our methodology might leave out providers that score high on

all predictors, however just below the thresholds.

Suggested is to use a formula that makes use of valued flag predictors. It sums

the flags of the current analysis, and multiplies each of the metrics with its defined

importance factor. In the formula, S is the providers score for potential of fraud

detection, f stands for the flag if a provider is detected as an outlier in each of the

individual metrics, m is the importance given to a flag and n is the number of metrics

used in the predictive model.

S =
n∑

i=1

fi ·mi

n

It is suggested, however not adopted in our approach to include history of flags of

previous analyses. If providers are structural scoring flags, this could be emphasized

within the formula. This may be interesting if long term data sets are available.

S =
n∑

i=1

(
(1− c) · fi ·mi

n
+

h∑
j=1

1

h
c · fr−j ·mn)
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s = Provider score for potential fraud detection

n = total number of metrics

f = boolean outlier flag

m = metric importance score

r = analysis data range starting point

h = number of previous analysis taken as history

c = constant for proportion between current analysis and historical analysis

5.2.6 Report and Present to Fraud Investigators

A successful reporting platform implementation in a business intelligence environment

requires input from both business as end users and IT professionals. The simple fact

what in failures mostly is experiences is that if users consider the reporting layer as

the total of the data warehouse, and if don’t like the reporting layer, the applica-

tion in total will be a waste because it will be ignored. In health insurance, only a

small group of fraud investigators represents our business end users. In order to have

a successful system, the investigators should be involved in the design of the ana-

lytic reports, considering the reporting style and visual analyses. Reporting styles or

types concern the characteristics of a report and how a report is delivered to the end

user. Current reporting types have been matured within the product industry and can

be found in most product organizations. A list of current applied reporting forms are:

1. Dashboards: Contain high-level, Strategic data with comparisons, perfor-

mance indicators in order to make instantaneous and informed decisions at

a glance

2. Interactive, multidimensional OLAP reports: Provides information on

different levels through dynamic drill-down, slicing, dicing and filtering. Analyst

go through the levels to find the cause of anomalies.

3. Ad hoc Reports: Simple reports created by the end users on demand
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4. Static Reports: Fixed, Subject oriented, reports precisely defined. Generated

either on request by an end user or refreshed periodically from a scheduler.

5. Technical Reports: Reports generated to fulfill specific needs. Statistics,

meta data, performance, quality, etc.

6. Writeback Reports: Interactive reports directly linked to the Data Ware-

house which allow modification of the data warehouse data.

Fraud investigators need the flexibility on reporting, there is no specific pre-defined

way reporting the data in our view. A combination of dashboards and interactive

multidimensional Processing is therefore recommended. On the dashboard level we

provide high level information on providers, by presenting the providers metric results,

alerts on those provides that score deviant from others or on their history. Within

comparative analysis, the business intelligence interactive layer enables the investiga-

tors to drill down to the root of a claim to learn how deviations might have occurred

and collecting the set of claims that needs further investigations. This mantra calls

for astute combinations of analytic approaches together with advanced visualization

techniques; ”Overview first, Filter and zoom, Details on demand” [25]. A list of alerts

and their scores might be a starting point for investigators to begin their analysis.

A scheduled update on the provider statistics is expected to be the chosen form of

time interval. This is due to the computational interval set in phase four. Real-time

updates or triggers are apart from the technical infeasibility, less expected to suit the

fraud investigation process since they do not have to monitor, but do a periodical

review task.

The other challenge in reporting fraud suspicion is presentation. Visualizations are

not only important for usability aspects of the application, but maybe even more in

gaining insight in how data behaves, in order to create metrics and compare providers.

Visualization is much more effective at showing the differences between these data

sets than statistics, although the data sets are synthetic. Example is for instance

Anscombes Quartet that demonstrates that shapes in data might differ from the
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statistical characterizations alone [3]. Interactive visual interfaces will enable the an-

alytic reasoning process by synthesize information and derive insight from massive,

dynamic, ambiguous, and often conflicting data, detect the expected and discover

the unexpected, providing timely, defensible, and understandable assessments and

communicate assessment effectively for action [25]. The key is to select the right

representations that not only enable provider comparison but in such a manner will

support the analytic reasoning for fraud detection. According to Schneiderman, rep-

resentations are highly dependent on the data characteristics (the seven data types)

and the tasks associated (the seven data tasks) [47] and should be designed accord-

ingly. This results in that interactive multidimensional overviews and boxplots are

requested to be used for presenting outliers, and interactive drill doown table views

are used for analysis.

5.2.7 Metric Evaluation

Evaluation of predictor effectiveness is required for resource allocation and time de-

votion in order to make decisions for analyses and further metric developments. The

measuring of success however is a difficult process since fraud is established as fraud

until after a litigation. Therefore measuring convictions as justification for resource

allocation and input for iterative improvement is not an ideal situation. Measuring

investigations initiated by fraud experts, in which not only claims are gone through,

but also provider documentation is reviewed, might be more reliable. If fraud in-

vestigation initiations are chosen as evaluation statistics, we may use the formula’s

of precision and recall to calculate the effectiveness of the method. A downside is

that fraud investigations might be systematically wrong initiated distorting the ef-

fectiveness measurements. Fraud convictions might eventually provide the contrary

evidence, however we believe that fraud experts are capable of interpreting these

measurements meaningfully. Thresholds, or configuration of the outlier detection

algorithms influence the classification of data point as outliers. Restrictive outlier

groups may minimize the number of potential fraud, while less restrained classifica-
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tion lead to false positives. The trade-off may be measured in terms of precision and

recall [1].

Precision(t) = 100 · |S(t) ∩G|
|S(t)|

Recall(t) or TPR(t) = 100 · |S(t) ∩G|
|G|

The set of providers is denoted as S(t), where t stands for the threshold, or out-

lier criteria. The providers classified as the true set (ground-truth) are denoted as

G. Plotting the True Positive Rate (FPR(t)), or recall, and the False Positive Rate

helps in finding the optimal outlier criteria. The false positive rate (FPR(t)) is the

percentage of the falsely reported positives out of the ground-truth negatives and is

formulated as:

FPR(t) = 100 · |S(t)−G|
|D −G|
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Chapter 6

Case Study: Medicaid Dental

Providers
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Chapter 7

Experts Evaluation
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Chapter 8

Discussion

8.1 General observations

The method that was developed used different forms of outlier detection as predictors

of health insurance fraud detection. As suggested by Weng [56] we agree that to detect

health insurance fraud, outlier detection is the primary tool use, although should be

noted that we believe that other techniques such as profiling may have its appliances

in some cases as well. Scientists in [8] showed results on the use of fuzzy logic and

neural network that suggested potential for more advanced techniques. Techniques

as association rule mining tend to work as well [45]. Within the expert evaluation,

we found that even with most simple statistical modeling, education already will be

required. Therefore, we believe because of the complexity of such techniques, no sys-

tems could be developed that would meet the working criteria of our fraud experts.

Forgionne reported that potential users should be involved in developing the metrics

and analytical tools and we believe this will take a severe part in the road to success

[17].

The studies of Ortega and those of Yang et al. showed positive results for iden-

tifying suspicion using supervised data mining modeling techniques [60] [41]. The

underlying assumption is that labeled data is available, where we found that in many

of the smaller health insurance domains fraud data sets are small or absent. Sec-
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ond of all, as sparrow reported [49], ”You should assume the opponents are playing

the counter intelligence game and studying carefully what you do, where the normal

values of openness, transparency and predictability are in fact losing strategies, and

where artfulness and creativity count most.”, which basically means fraud data sets

have an expiration date for training purposes. Furthermore the analyses should, apart

from known fraud schemes, also look further to new kinds of more sophisticated fraud.

The more similar experiments, working with behavioral heuristics as indicators for

fraud, done by researchers as Major and Riedinger [29] and Ng et al. [32] and Tang

et al. [51], were found partly to be true in this study. In our 14 experiments, many

of the analyses identified suspicious behavior of providers, which led to questionable

claims. However, the true effectiveness of the implemented strategy was difficult to

measure as it is influenced by many factors such as time, size of fraudulent activity

per domain and selection complexity of provider categories.

In the case study that was performed, a set of over 500 providers active in the

dental domain, of which 370 were analyzed and compared. From those, 106 providers

received flags, of which 35 providers received two or more. The top 50% (17) of

these providers have been analyzed by drilling down to transaction level to look for

relationships, patters, causes and explanations of the received flags for each of the

associated providers. Five providers found were likely to be mis-classifications by

reasons of size or logical explanations for their behavior, described in the case study.

For nine cases we expressed great doubts by the billing procedures of the provider

and recommend further investigation. In three of the occurrences, we found obser-

vational fraud, which was clearly odd, that everybody without pre-knowledge would

question these providers. If we may take the recommended further analyses cases as

true positives and the presumably mis-classifications as false positives, an precision

of 71% can be found for this work. In addition, we found ground by fraud experts

and other researchers and for the exploration of such technology for longer term and

on larger scales [29]. Another important finding related to the validity of the method,

was that not all of the insurance domains could be subject to outlier detection. It
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requires a wide breath of codes, a subject domain where enough providers are active

with assumed similar behavior. At last, the right selection criteria should be chosen

for building provider groups in order to do meaningful analysis.

8.2 Limitations

As with most fraud detection problems on which unsupervised data mining techniques

are applied, measuring effectiveness to validate the application or methodology re-

mains difficult as conviction cost time. Another problem is that feedback loop of

convictions or settlements are not clearly defined. There is no straightforward feed-

back reporting on such cases to designed systems. Although many researchers, and

some of fraud investigators express their believes in the technology, were thus long

term research is required to proof the technique’s effectiveness above current pro-

cesses and technology used, for which partly implementation of the technology is a

requirement of course.

The proposed method has as limitation that it may only work in those areas were

the range and spread of procedures, prices, diagnose, in general the feature set is rich

enough to compare providers. Solely the financial metrics as such presented in our

experiment will not have enough bases by themselves to initiate investigation, nor

provide much advantage over the current decision support systems in place.

8.3 Lessons Learned

In five statements, we outline our most important learned lessons we gained in our

research:

1. Although fraud can never be completely eradicated, it can be better managed

in terms of detection of fraud as well as on resource allocation for audits.
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2. The health insurance domain is too different and complex to take one effective

approach of fighting fraud. Rather, fraud detection should consist of a mixture

of techniques so each technique can focus on different types of fraud. Moreover,

fraud detection is part of a bigger program of fighting fraud, abuse and waste,

that should be reflected to practices that could be done in a preventive way,

such as the policy limitations.

3. Translating provider suspicion to provider review in the form of an accusation

or on site audit requires more proof than solely outlying behavior; It mostly

requests for observational fraud or severe suspicion. Fraud investigations are

costly and will only be performed once investigators have confidence to recover

great amounts that would pay off such investigations.

4. In order to let the method become successful, beside the technical feasibility,

fraud investigators involvement is required in development, user education for

understanding and performing the analysis by fraud investigators and political

alignment that would support in progression of these technologies to be adopted.

5. The proposed model proofed to work within our case study to identify fraud,

although mis-classifications were found and the suspicions not always could be

translated to objective fraud. The method had some limitations on generaliza-

tion to some of the fraud insurance sub-domains and it was difficult to measure

the real long-term effectiveness.

8.4 Future Work

In the months after the experiments we started on design and deployment of a full

operational prototype for the Centers of Medicaid and Medicare. The prospect is to

develop the technology for multiple states, and transfer it to different health insurance

areas such as drugs prescribing, in and out patient hospitalization, gaining insight in

a the method on a larger scale. The involvement of fraud investigators to develop new

metrics for each of the areas is a definite requirement. One of the current outstanding
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issues is the optimal selection criteria for provider group in order to get meaningful

analysis, related to the exploration of automatic clustering on categorical attributes.

Also we would suggest to see how the methodology will behave when to look for

patterns across multiple dimensions. Research on finding the optimal criteria for

outlier detection in the context of designed metrics would also be an interesting area

that would be in line with this research. Al last we see the opportunities in the

announced ICD-10-CM as a richer data set, which will request for research on feature

qualification and metric development potential.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion

This thesis, documents our experience of applying outlier detection techniques in or-

der to solve the problem of effective fraud detection process in the health insurance

industry. Our first question, which unsupervised techniques are applicable for iden-

tifying provider behavior could be answered. We found outlier detection the best

candidate for fraud detection and developed a method based on this outlier technique

to compare providers on behavioral characteristics. Box-plots on procedure and tooth

codes within the case study seemed to provide the best results. Our second question,

that searched for the identification of metrics that could be used in the analysis, was

answered by the study of cases and validation of fraud experts. Although many met-

rics could be derived from fraud cases, we found that is was important to include

fraud investigators already early in the process of metric and system design in order

estimate validity of the metrics on fore hand. Our third question, that looked how

the analytic detection technology should be adopted within the full program of fraud

initiatives and processes was answered using the expert evaluation. We found that

the technology is promising, however it constitutes within a larger whole of fraud

fighting initiatives and has limitations concerning generalization to all of the health

insurance domains. Together we were able to answer the main research question:

What is an effective method for predictive health insurance fraud detection that

identifies suspicious provider claiming behavior using unsupervised data mining tech-
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niques?

by conclude the main contributions of the thesis:

1. A method for the health insurance domain has been developed that may be used

as a guideline for the iterative development of predictors for detection of fraud

in many of the specialty areas of health care in order to identify fraud. The

propositionalisation methodology has been shown on a small scale in dentistry

domain to effectively mark outliers that may be followed by fraud investigations,

which supports to quest of finding fraudulent activity. Within our top 17 result,

we found to have an 71% accuracy of actual grounded suspicion that would lead

to initiation of investigations.

2. A demonstration of the method in the form of a case study was shown. The

study resulted in a deeper understanding of dental fraud and successful analyses

that led us to questionable claim sets of potential fraudulent providers. Analyses

that cross validated procedure and tooth codes between providers using box-

plot outlier techniques were found to be promising, though noted that statistical

knowledge will be required in order to be used by most fraud experts.

3. We learned from the fraud subject matter experts that predictors for fraud

detection should be seen within a program of multiple fraud detection method-

ologies. Because of size, complexity and changing nature of fraud, there is no

single effective method to detect fraud and therefore multiple approaches are

required. Predictors are not likely to succeed as fraud classification technology,

though it might explore an important role as decision supportive technology for

resource allocation of fraud investigations and audits.
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Appendix A

Tables
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Appendix B

Figures
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Figure B-1: Medicaid Tooth Numbering System-Permanent Teeth.
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Figure B-2: Medicaid Tooth Numbering System-Deciduous Teeth
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(a) K1 elbow (b) K2 elbow

(c) K3 elbow (d) K4 elbow

Figure B-3: Elbow Figures K1-4
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(a) K5 elbow (b) K6 elbow

(c) U1 elbow

Figure B-4: Elbow Figures K5, K6, U1
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Appendix C

Interview Questions

1. What is the general view you have on the exploration of data mining technology

for the use of fraud prediction? (good, bad, promising, waste of resources, too

complex, not feasible etc.)

2. By means of the case results of this research, which of the metrics and/or outliers

found are in your view the most promising results?

3. For which types of fraud would you think the methodology could be effective

in predicting fraud, and which schemes are possible unable to detect with this

kind of methodology and require other approaches.

4. What would be a general pitfall using the proposed methodology and what

would be the pitfalls in designing metrics for provider comparison.

5. Where in the process of fraud detection would you make use of such technology?

In which tasks could the technology support your work? In which extend would

you make use of such technology/ services?

6. To measure effectiveness:

What are your thoughts on the amount of new case you could differ from

these predictive analysis (single case dental Arkansas vs. applied on whole state)

(effectiveness)
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In how far might it replace other fraud indication work, in such that it will

provide support for your work and time savings (efficiency)

7. To which extend can the method be generalized to the entire health insurance

area? Are there certain constrains in applying the methodology to certain

providers, provider groups or health care areas?

8. What kind of visualization should be chosen to display the the provider metric

results? Which descriptions / trainings you think are needed in order to let

experts work with these kind of tools?

9. What kind of challenges do you see when we would like to adapt the general

methodology of provider comparison on certain behavioral metrics concerning:

Technological and General feasibility

Provider Group formation (providers to cross compare on their behavior)

Metric Identification (developing metrics for each of the provider groups)

Resource Availability (money-wise as human-wise)

Stakeholder/Management

Process and Expert adaptation (human adoption)
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